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Panel urges
removal o·t
radio adviser
WMUL manager charged
with sexual harassment
By Chris Stadelman
Staff Writer - - - - - -- - - -

II
f
I

A university committee recommended
that the faculty manager of the campus
radio station be relieved of his duties at
the station because of sexual harassment
allegations.
Chuck E. Bailey, an assistant professor
of speech who also works for WMUL-FM
88.1, "engaged in verbal and physical
sexual harassment," according to the
report ofa three-member panel which investigated the complaints.
Two female students filed formal com-.
plaints, while another filed an informal
signed statement and a fourth submitted
an anonymous, undated letter.
The three students, who say the harassment took place in the classroom as well
as the radio station, said they plan to
appeal the ruling because the sanctions
are not severe enough.
"We're not happy with the sanctions,"
Phclo by Todd Man
one of the students said. All three asked
to remain anonymous.
Sky suites 1118'1 just for home football games. Some /8ase holders used their suites for Super Bowl parties. SH mlated story, page 10..
"There are other cases where professors
have been dismissed for one incident."
She said those incidents took place at
other universities.
The students said they don't think the
university plans to dismiss Bailey because officials are afraid of being sued.
"I have nothing to say about it," Bailey
Bv Tara Thompson ai:td
private funds, therefore their classes have
April Wheeler
said Monday morning. "That's Marshall
not been affected.
Reporters - - - - - -- - - - personnel policy."
He also refused to comment on whether
• • • • •
he planned to appeal the decision.
bile budget cuts continue, many
Recent budget cuts have reduced time
The recom~endations, which are to be
part time professors are without
students can spend at the library by nine sent to PresidentJ. Wade Gillev for a final
assignments this semester and
and a half hours each week.
decision, also included two other suggessome classes are not being offered.
Although the 1.5 percent, cut effective tions.
SM F81ated story, Page 5
The committee said Bailey should be
last semester came primarily from the
The Department of Modern Languages
libraries' administrative budget, the re- moved to an office which is Mlocated in as
has had to layofffour professors and as a
duction of library hours most directly public a place a possible and that he not be ,
result, all Spanish 101 classes have been
affects students, Jane Vickers, library alone with a student in his office or in any
other room on campus with the door
axed this semester.
technician, said.
Instead of being officially notified, in- English, looks on the brighter side of the
She said the J#lmes E. Morrow Library closed."
The committee also said Bailey should
structors learned through word ofmouth budget cuts.
used to be open until 11 p.m. Sunday participate
in sexual harassment workthat contracts would not be renewed, said
"'We have lost many instructors, but the Thursday, but now it closes at 10 p.m.
Christina Salene, a former instructor in select eight part timers we have remain- Hours also end a half-hour earlier, 4:30 shops.
.
Gilley
has
25
working
days to make a
the Department of Modem Languages.
ing in the English department are the p.m., on Fridays.
final determination, which would bring a
Many instructors said they regret that
In addition, Saturday's hours are nooncream of the crop," she said. "I would feel
decision sometime near the end of Februstudents haven't taken action and pro- comfortable putting my own child in any
5 p.m. instead of9 a .m.-5 p.m., and Sunary.
tested against the loss of classes due to one of their classes."
days 2 p.m.-10 p.m., instead of 1 p .m.-10
If upheld by Gilley, the recommendathe layoffs.
However, there are three fewer English p.m.
tions are to be enforced by the chair of
"I think it is sad for the students espeTim Balch, head of public services, said Bailey's department.
cinilyto lose Spanish 101. Students should 101 classes and one fewer English 102
class
for
this
semester.
library
administrators are protecting the
The alleged incident took place while
be writing letters protesting the loss of
There are only two remaining English book budget.
Bailey was a member of the Department
classes," Salene said. "Some seniors may
Fidler said the libraries acquired fewer of Speech, although that department has
even have to postpone graduation be- 099 classes which beginning in the Fall,
will
only
be
offered
through
the
Commuthan
5,000 books last year.
since merged with journalism. The direccause of the cuts."
For a university the size of Marshall tor of the School ofJournalism is Dr. HaDue to the loss of its one part time nity and Technical College.
Both the Department of Political Sci- offering graduate level degrees, at least rold Shaver.
professor, the Department ofBiology lost
ence and the Department ofHistory have
an evening section of Biology 105.
~ HARASSMENT, Page 2
See CUTS, Page 2,
• .JGa11 ~leade..chair .oft.he D.epartmem of part. .t ime p_rofes$0rs paid for tbroue}l

Cuts: 'directly affects students'
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Baker claims

progress

in eliminating weaporjs,
. MOSCOW (AP) - Secr8"
tary of State James A. Baker
Ill said Monday progress has
been made in eliminating
Soviet battlefield nuclear
weapons and the United
States was willing to send
·technicians to help dismantle
more.
Baker made the comments
as he met Russian Foreign
Minister Andrei Kozyrev
shortly after arriving in
Moscow to attend a two-day
Middle East confeience.
·we think good progess has
been made," in scaling back
tactical nuclear weapons,
Baker told reporters. He said
the United States •absolutely"
would contribute technicians
to help destroy the weapons.
"You have to collect them,
store them, and disable them,
then you can go about the
business of destroying them,"
Baker said.
Russian President Boris N.
Yeltsin told ABC News in an
interview broadcast Saturday
that Russia would stop target-
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From Page 1
unwanted physical contact and
off-color comments.
One student said Bailey put
his hand on her upper knee and
rubbed her shoulders several
times.
Another said he brushed
against her and invited-her to his
home.
She also cited a specific incident which she said involved
Bailey, "grabbing me from behind with his arms around me."
He then "sandwiched her between himself and the case."
The third student said Bailey
often kept her late at the radio
station and once told another
student that he shouldn't complain about a group project because he put her in a group with
the "prettiest girl in class."
According to the report, professor Corley Dennison also said
he had seen Bailey engage in inappropriate behavior, while
Johnson and Spears both testified on Bailey's behalf.
Both are former chairs of the
Department of Speech.
Johnson and Spears said the
motivation behind one complaint
was that Bailey did not give her
the attention she sought, according to the report.
~L
Although the specific allegaThe student said that was not
tions vary, most of them allege the case.

15,000-20,000 added volumes
"I have not officially been coneach
year
would
be
appropriate,
tacted,"
Shaver said. "Peop-le
ii1Q U.S. cities with its long~ .
Fidler
said.
weretellingrnethingsfrom
both
range nuclear weapons....... ·
According
to
Balch,
"The
book
sides.
I
just
hope
that
it's
dealt
Buthe did.not address the
budget is inadequate, but it was with as quickly as !)Ossible."
issue of Russian missiles
inadequate
before the cut."
These incidents are not the first
pointed at U.S. military tarThe book budget includes au- complaints against Bailey, acgets. Asked about that Mondiovisuals and all subscriptions, cording to the report.
day. Kozyrev said Russian ·
and renewal fees increase every
In the fall of 1988, College of
officials still were discussing ·
year, Fidler said.
Liberal Arts Dean Deryl Learnhow to change their military .
Automation costs also increase ing received two or three corndoctrine to fit their new politi- ..
cal philosophy.
•_ . .. . ·_.
each year, she said, and upgrad- · plaints about Bailey,'but no foring the libraries' automation mal complaints were filed, the
Kozyrev said.Rus~ia
. -.
already was destroying some .·
system is "at the top of our wish report stated.
list."
Another student complained in
weapons. -We will welcome
cooperation in this sphere."
Fidler said she is seeking grant spring of 1989, and after that
In Washington, White
money to buy and install a new Learning met with Bailey, Dr.
House spokesman Marlin
mainframe computer that will Dorothy Johnson and Keith
Fitzwater welcomed Yeltsin's
increase library availability. The Spears concerning the problem.
remarks, but added that the
upgraded system will provide
Bailey "was told to keep his
United States has not
computer terminals in offices, hands off women," at that meetchanged its targeting cit' · ,.. -·
some classrooms and eventually ing and he responded that it was
nuclear weapons on tne .
in
the residence halls, she said. "the only way he could teach "
former Soviet Union.: · ·
Fidler said the system they use - according to the committee r~"We cannot ..• ignore the
•..-- now is nine years old, has a slow · . port.
fact that the size of the ...
response time and has no possiNo additional complaints were
arsenal in the former Soviet ·
bility
of
access
outside
the
Jifiled
until 1991, when one stuUnion has not yet changed
brary.
dent
submitted
a letter on June
substantially and the targeting ·· ·
She
said
her
department
:was
14,
another
filed
a formal cornfor thQse,weapons.cannot be ·
"extrernely
fortunate
not
to
get
plaint
on
June
15
and a third
independently verified," tie .
said.
·
· ··
the extra 35 percent cut in our filed a complaint on Oct. 11. operating budget." If they had,
All three women said they did
about $46,640 more would have not know about the other comto come from somewhere, Fidler plaints until well into the proc-

6 11 COLD CUT COMBO
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with purchase of a drink

This is not a j~nior size sandwich! This Is a FULL SIZE 6" sub piled
with three different kinds of meats. cheese and all the fresh
free fixin's on bread baked fresh at the store.
·
Offer good at the following locations only:

2055 5th Ave. 522-2345
911 8th St. 522-3653

OPEN UNTIL 2a.m.

Fresh Food
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Suspect ar.r ested in ·West Virginia
fighting extradition to Maryland
CHARLES TOWN, W.Va. (AP) - A
man arrested in West Vrrginia is fighting
return to Maryland, where he is wanted
in a weekend robbery and slaying, authorities said.
A
Jefferson
County special tactics
unit arrested Vernon
H . Bittinger, 26, of
Union Bridge, Md.,
early Sunday at a mo1.iD_.C S tel on U.S. 340, north
-••••• of Charles Town, Jefferson County Deputy
Earl Ballenger said.
"'We had no problem apprehending
him," Ballenger said.

•

Frederick County, Md., officials wanted
Bittinger on a warrant charginghim with
first-degree murder in the slaying of
Donald R. Gravley, 32, ofFrederick, Md.
While being booked at the Jefferson
County Sheriff's Department, Bittinger
slipped a hand from one of his handcuffs
and, when briefly left. alone, fled through
a back door of the sheriffs department,
Ballenger said.
When his absence was discovered,
.deputies pursued on foot, tracking
Bittinger's tracks in the snow before he
was retaken several blocks away, Ballenger said.
Jefferson County Magistrate Gail Booher ordered Bittinger held without bond

in the Eastern Regional Jail in
Martinsburg.
Bittinger is fighting extradition to
Maryland in the Saturday slaying, said
Capt. Jim Mayo of the Maryland State
Police.
Gravley, whom police say had been a
friend ofBittinger's, was shot numerous
times in the upper torso with a .22-caliber
rifle about 11 a.m. Saturday, according to
Sgt. Robert Fagan of the Maryland State
Police.
The slaying occurred in the hallway of
Gravley's mobile home as his bound and
gagged 6-year-old daughter watched.
Authorities say money and a pickup
truck were taken from Gravley's home.

Bush ready·to unveil growth
plan for ailing U.S.economy

'.'. rene.u; -~ -~riditi9~•:'~

) ije ·";

lilBf:~i:

· who do not want Yeltsiri to:be RU:s- • ·

·'•.~li~r;irs;7.:;~~*et~
.•j1....
~port
.: U.S; News and.World
ear- .
· lier this month qiioted uhldentified .:

+source••~ expressing nfiv ·~~IJCetn. ..:···

-· :about . tumors of Yelta1n's heavy
·.·••drinking/(\ .•.••··•·•<• . .: . . ./·.••>?.- ....) ·•··•·
. · Among tl1e meetings cifriceled or·•· ·•
postponed .:was qne with the Jap,~_U11ese Forejgri•Miniater. . ··. ... . . ....• '

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Bush ad- repealing the l0percent luxury tax on the
ministration insists that its long-awaited purchaseofyachtscostingover$100,000.
White House Chief of Staff Samuel K
growth package will be just what the
Skinner defended that move Sunday,
doctor ordered for an ailing economy.
But critics say the president has opted aaying the 1990 tax had cost the joba of
for a minimal package of spending cuts thousands of boat builders while netting
and tax·increasea that will do little to the government little in new revenue.
"What we've got to do is get America
bolster the confidence ofrecession-jarred
back working again. We've got to get
Americans.
·
After more than two months oftalking . government off America's back. And if
about it, Bush will go before Congress and that means a tax destroys an industry, we
the nation Tuesday night to outline the ought to look at it," Skinner said on ABC's
details of his plan to revive a stagnant -rhis W~k with David Brinkley.•
'lbe luxury tax, passed in 1990 as part
economy.
The package, much of which has al- of that year's deal to reduce the budget
ready leaked, will include income tax relief deficit, also applies to expensive jewelry,
for the middle class in the form of an furs, utomobilea and airplanes.
Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole of
increase in the personal exemption for
families with children, a tax credit for Kansas said Sunday he believed the
first-time home buyers and a reduction in administration also would propose removthe tax rate on capital gains, income ing the luxury tax on airplanes and predicted Congress, in a bipartisan bid to get
earned from the sale of assets.
In addition, the president's election- the economy moving, would support many
year budget will propose higher spending of the president's budget initiatives.
But Senate Majority Leader George
for such popular programs as Head Start,
environmental cleanup, park purchases Mitchell, D-Maine, said Bush wouffl have
to demonstrate a greater willingness to
and space exploration.
To keep the budget deficit, projected to compromise, especially in such areas as
hit an all-time high of $352 billion this his quest for a reduction in the tax rate for
year, from spiralingfurther out ofcontrol, capital gains, which Democrats contend
the administration wants to slash de- would primarily benefit the wealthy.
"I think some of what he proposes will
fense spending by an extra $50 'billion
over the next five years, reflecting the be adopted. Much of what he proposes
won't be," said Mitchell, who appeared
collapse of the Soviet Union.
The administration will also propose with Dole on CBS' "Face the Nation."

696-9342

Quarter Beer
Tuesdays

Ohio EPA to clarify
jurisdiction question
. Federal flood insurance in eastern Ohio could be revoked unless a
question of jurisdiction over a hazardous waste incinerator is resolved,
a federal official said.
At issue is whether the incinerator being built by Waste Technologies Industries meets safety standards for flood plains.

JERUSALEM

Peace talks continue
in Moscow today
Palestinians traveled to Moscow
today for a new round ofMiddle East
peace talks, but left open the possibility that they might still boycott
the discu11Bions because ofa dispute
over the makeup oftheir delegation.
Prospects for the talks' success
also were clouded by Israel's latest
refusal to end settlement-building
in the occupied territories.
The scheduled two-day Moscow
talks begin today.

MILWAUKEE ·

Dahmer Jury to decide
on suspect's insanity
'lbe jury at Jeffrey L. Dahmer's
sanity trial will sort through gruesome details and complex psychological analyses to answer the question:
Was he insane when he drugged
and dismembered 15 young men?
Jury selection was to start Monday in the case of the former chocolate factory worker, who was arrested in July after police went to
his apartment and found heads in a
freezer, other body parts in boxes
and genitals in a kettle.
Earlier this month the 31-yearold Dahmer pleaded guilty but insane to 15 murders.
The jury must determine his mental state at the time ofeach killings.

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING

~\".V
~~- - - - ~

Back Door

EAST UVERpoOL

Now Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS

"COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE"
We accommodate 150+ students. 1 to 4 bedroom units available.
*Each bedroom has Hs own bathroom!! *Sun Decks *Spiral Staircases •Security *Extra Clean *Great Furniture *All utilities paid
*Parking *Laundry *Pets allowed w/fee •central Heat & Air *Full
time staff

· THE FIONN GROUP 522-0477

kinko•s·

the copy center
- ----- -

--- - -
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Proposed bill
threatens liberties

'

•Freedom's just another word for nothing
left to lose.•

Janis Joplin
In an attempt to gain some control over the
l~tening and viewing habits of the state's youths
State Senator Mark Manchin, D-Kanawba, has
introduced a bill that reeks of censorship.
The bill, originally introduced to place limits on
record sales to minors through a rating system, has
been expanded to include the rental of movies.
The bill would prohibit minors from viewing
movies deemed to have sex, sadomasochistic abuse
or 'extreme violence' if.they failed the Supreme
Court's three part obscenity test.
'Extreme violence' in the bill is defined as "acts of
abuse or injury which because of their intense
realism may pose a risk ofharm to the emotional or
mental development of minors."
Manchin said he introduced the bill to help parents who cannot -watch their children 24 hours a
day.
"There is a problem. My child can walk into many
stores and pop the money down and buy anything
he darn well pleases," he said.
There is indeed a problem evident here - freedom
of choice.
A group supporting the bill, the American Family Association, has in the past decried such evil
and moral-threatening television programs as 'The
Wonder Years' and 'Murphy Brown'.
This bill would not help parents watch their children more effectively, in effect it would be taking
power out of the hands of parents.
Parents would not have the power to allow or
disallow their children to watch certain movies or
programs or listen to certain types ofmusic-that
power would be legislated by the state government.
This is totally ludicrous and should never be allowed.
Making decisions is all apart of growing up, and
how does one reach maturity without this practical
decision making capability?
Our world is far from perfect, just watch the
evening news or read a paper.
>,t
Our children need to know about our world so
that one day they can inherit it, and hopefully
make it a better place for u s all.

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

PARTHENON
The Parthenon. foondedln 1896. ls pub/lshed rUMdaythtouif, Frldoy
In coryunctlon with c lasses In the W. POQ6 Pitt Sc/"tool of Joumollsm.
The editor has final authority ever «Jltorlal con'8nt.
Editor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .locll llelley

Moon shows lack
of consideration

majority ofloyal fans who have supported · Marshall throughout the
years and make it impossible for
them to aft'ord to-attend-he is succeeding.
To the Editor:
How high will tickets be for next
football
season?
Well, once again, Lee Moon has
When will he tell us the cost?
demonstrated that be has a total
What else will be take away from
lack of consideration for a group of'
those
who want to come out and
people who consistently show supsupport the Herd?
port for the Thundering Herd.
This time, bis target is the Marshall
Joan Leinhart
Cheerleading squad. The cheerleadAlumni
ers have never received many beneMother of a cheerleader
fits for their hours of practice and
energy expended at all ofthe games.
Mr. Moon has taken those few benefits away. The cheerleaders are now
required to pay rent on a van to
attend away games and they can no
longer receive complimentary tick- To the Editor:
ets for their families to see them
perform.
As the president of the Inter FraIt's bad enough_that he has made ternity Council (IFC), I would like to
those decisions, but he did not com- encourage the students of Marshall
municate to the squad - he let them to consider participating in the spring
arrive at the gate only to be told semester's Fraternity Rush.
_
there were no tickets available for
Many students prejudge the Greek
them.
System based on secondhand inforThis is the same inconsiderate mation. I would like to dispel this
approach that he used when he misinformation by challenging
announced the increased prices for Marshall students to discover the
long time supporters of the Herd to opportunities Greek Life can proafford to attend games.
vide.
Ifhis purpose is to win support and
Marshall Greeks enjoy varied acfill up the Henderson Center and the tivities that contribute to being a
new stadium, he is failing as evi- well-rounded student. As a result of
denced by the many empty seats at each chapter's scholarship program,
basketball games.
the average Greek G.P.A is consisIf his purpose is to alienate the tently higher than the non-Greek

.Participation urged
in fraternity rush

average. Furthermore, Greeks are
almost 20 percent more likely to
graduate than non-Greeb. Fraternity members also develop leadership skills by holding chapter offices,
attending national leadership conferences, and organizing even.t s.
Many members have found these
skills have given them the upper
hand when competing for employment. In addition, MarJhall Greeks
are very active in community service
projects. In fact, last year Marshall's
fraternities contributed 14,000 hours
and $53,000 to community projects.
Students that are interested in
more information about Marshall's
fraternity system and spring rush
should either stop by the Rush information tables located in Memorial
Student Center, or call the Greek
Affairs Office at 696-2284.
I encourage you to come see. for
yourselfthe opportunities Greek Life
can provide. Since there is no obligation, you have nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

Matt Wear
Wheeling senior

i:1t.: ili l1:i;: ~t:i: : ;i~1~eN:t>~~J;: :1;rl~;~~l1:i ;:w0::
FYI Is a service to campus life to
publicize events. FYI wiN run each
week subject to space availability.
Announcements must be submitted on official forms In Smith Hall 311
two days prior to pubNcation. The
editor reserves the right to edit or
reject any announcement.
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1896-1992 NOW IN OUR 96TH YEAR

\

AFTER GILLEY'$ BRILLIANT PROPOSAL FOR A $5 SURCHARGE PER HOUR, THE ADMINISTRATION WAS
PUZZLED AT THE TURNOUT FOR SUMMER REGISTRATION.

CORRECTIONS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Factual errors appearing In The Parthenon should be
reported to the editor immedately following publication
by cafting the newsroom at 696-6696 or696-2522. Corrections the edtor deems nec99SaVwll be pmted as soon
as possi)le.

The Parthenon encourages letters to the editor about issues of Interest to the Mashall commlllity. Letters should
be typed. signed and include a phone number, hometown. doss rmk or title for verification. Letters may be no
longer thal300words. The editor reserves the rlghtto edit
or reject any letter.

.
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Chairman: No department safe from cuts

:.iI~l=~:~~,
tll§iw
m.·.

is escaping without being af-

By Allison Leighty

Report~-------- fected."

·. . w. .' ~~; ~ea~s •·

~~~:~1-·.

The 1.5 percent was a cut back
on each department's budget in
the higher education resource
fees account approved by President J. Wade Gilley at the beginning of the school year.
The 1 percent was cut from the
university's total budget from
state appropriated money which
was approved by Gov. Gaston
Caperton in January.
Williams said he not only sees
how the budget cuts affect his

No department has escaped
university wide budget cuts,
according to chairman of the
university budget committee.

. plione-a-thon gtit otf to a

SN r.lated story, Page 1

"Every department feels cutbacks: Dr. W. Donald Williams
said. "With the fall semester's
1.5 percent cut and now an additional I percent cut, no one unit

Tbephone-'a.,.tbon raised
$22,956and ha$ acquired / ·•··•
'i70 new donors in its first
· ·week,
Fornarl.; di. rectoroftbephone-a~thon .
said: Last year they took ..
in $17,800 the first week.
. The office's goals .a re to
raise·noo;ooo, to find 825 .
· new·
uPdate
. ···-·donors
... .·. ..lind
. · ...to, ....
.. . ..:.
alumni 'addresses and
phone :.11utr1~ers in ejght

>•.

Diane

weeks. •· · · ·-·· · · ··

ADVERTISING

696-3346

.· ..·

$92,083.26 •\\'.bi~p .w,eni .
. into student.scholarships/
· projects:a11<1 i>rograifus~ T•·
Ifthe donations
· · ashighastbefdid thefirst
week, the office will surpass its goal, Fornari said ..
The 20 student callers
work 12 to 14 hours a week
for minimum wage.

remairi .··

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH Home, close to
Marshall campus, fenced in yard, one
year lease, $350/ Mo plus utilities plus
last months rent. CALL 886-5030
leave name and phone #.
NICE, QUIET, FURNISHED Apt.. 4
Rooms and bath, 2 BR. AC and carpet.
Utilities paid. $300 per mo. + DD and
references. CALL 522-2886
FURNISHED HOUSE, 3 BEDROOM,
Washer/Dryer $350 per mo. plus
utilities. Call 523-9672 after 6 m.

Student Government
Vacant Senate Seats

2 C.O.B.
1 C.O.F.A.
Interviews to be held Monday and Tuesday,
Feb. 3rd and 4th, beginning at 9:00p.m.
Pick up application In SGA office MSC 2W29B.

the

LEADING EDGE WORD PROCESSO
Model D 2 Floppy Drives, 640K
Software, with Okidata printer $600.
CALL 523-9887
CLOSEOUT SPECIAL! Air Guitar
lessons. Absolutely no talent required.
Informative video explains all. CALL
555-1212.

things to help balance the budget,
he said.
Each department is told to
conserve money by not making
long distance phone calls except
in emergencies, decreasing its
amount ofmailing, and conserving utilities by turning off' lights
and shutting doors to keep in
heat and air conditioning, Williams sm.d.
.
"We [the university] need to
get this behind us," Williams
said.

1 c.c.
1 Regents B.A.
1 Mecl. School
1 C.O.L.A. .
1 C.O.E•
3 Grad. School

· ·· Last ye~r. .they rius.ed. _· ·• ·•·

JVC 120 WATT Full Rack Stereo System.Amplifier, CD Player, Ecµ1lizer, Dual
Cassette, Tuner, Turntable, Rack
& Speakers. NEW$1200.ONLY$650.
Eve. 453-6286 Days 606-327-8530

department, but how it affects
each department in the university.
These cuts affect each
department's purchasingpower,
Martha Deel, administration
assistant to the vice president of
finance, said.
"They have to cut back in office
supply, equipment, and printing," she said. ·
Williams also is the chairman
ofthe health, physical education
and recreation departmenL The
department is doing "small"

CLASSIFIEDS
-

LARGE HOUSE, 5 BR, 2 1/2 Baths.
9th St reel & 9th Ave. 1 Mile from
campus. New carpeting. Available in
May. $625. per mo. CALL 523·7756
NE BEDROOM, Furnished Apartent. A/C. Off Street Parking.
Utilities paid. One quiet, mature, nonsmoker prefered. CALL 522-3187
ROOMMATE WANTED on Ritter Park
1/2 Electricity • 112 Rent. Completely
furnished except for your bedroom.
CALL Bo 525-0216
ONE BEDROOM APT. 328W 11th Ave.
AC, newly decorated, off-street parking.
Utilities paid. No pets. $300. mo. plus
damage deposit Contact P.O. Box
6781 Huntington WV 25773
FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM APT.
Carpeted, Air Conditioner,
Laundry Facility, Off street parking
1736 6th Ave. Suitable for 2·3 people.
CALL 522-1843 after 5 pm.

-·

! ,

--

PARKING SPACES available for 2nd
semester. 1/2 block from Student Center. $90 per sem. 529-1555
WANTED: SUN & PARTY HUNGRY
PEOPLE! SPRING BREAK: Gancun,
Bahamas from $259.00 includes round·
trip air, 7 nights hotel, parties.free
admission and more! Organize a small
group. Earn free trip. 1(800) BEACH IT.
BABYSITTING IN MY HOME. Experienced mother. Mon-Fri. 7 AM-8PM.
CALL 886-7485.
PARKING AV AlLABLE 6 small cars.
Twin Towers area. C&C Realty 523·
7805
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1.00
(U Repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Your area 1-805-962·
8000 EXT. GH-10783 for current list.

THE WAREHOUSE RESTAURANT/
NIGHTCLUB Wanted: Hardworking,
Honest, Cheerful, Applicants. Jobs
Available: Doormen, Janitorial, Disc
Jockey, Exp. Bartenders. CALL 523·
5212
DANCERS NEEDED for Part-time.
$300-$500 per week. CALL 733-0722
after 7 PM

FREE TRAVEL, CASH AND EXCEL·
LENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!!
Openings available for individuals or
. student organizations to promote the
country's most successful Spring
Break tours. CALL Inter- Campus
Programs 1·800-327-6013.

Earn $10.50/hr. Part-timeflexible hrs in
sales. (Huntington Area) CALL 201·
408-5558

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT·
fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or Femaie. For employment program call Student Employment
Services at 1·206-545-4155 ext. 188.
EXTRA INCOME 92 Earn $200-$500
weekly mailing 1992 travel brochures
For more information send stamped,
addressed envelopeto: ATW Travel,
P.O. Box 430780, Miami FL 33143
SPRING BREAK 92! EARN FREE
TRIPS AND CASH!! Campus reps
wanted to promote the # 1 Spring
Break destination. DAYTONA Beach
Best organized, best price on campus
CALL 1-800-563-8747

COACHES/ ACTIVITYSPECIALISTS/
COUNSELORS Excellent leadership positions now available for next summer at
Camp Starlight, a leading private coed
in the Pocono Mts. of PA for LAND
SPORTS, TENN IS. GYMNASTICS,
SWIMMING, SAILING. CANOEING,
NATURE, MUSIC, PRIMARY Af'.4 D
TEEN LEADERS, ATHLE TIC AND
PROGRAM COOR DINATOR Wo:k!ng
with a mature staff . congenial atmosphere, excellent facilities. (6'22·8 2..1.
Call (516) 599-5239 or write 18 Cl1ntc1
Street, Malverne, NY 11565.
FAST
FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
Earn up to $1 ,000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800932·0528 Ext. 65.

•" •,j i•1';~,. , ...• . .. . • . .- j \ , \ , t , •

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$3.00 per 20 words
10 cents extra for every word
over 20.
Call 696-3346
I
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In an effort to add some extra Dear Dilemma:
entertainment to our reader's
Obviously, your parents have
lives, we have decided to add an never heard the quote, "People
advice column. What's more fun rarely succeed at anything unthan hearing about other people's less they have fun doing it."
problems?
It sounds like you are on the
Every Tuesday we will run a right track by having the coursection featuring your problems, age to speak your mind to your
so don't be shy. All respondents parents but it may take more
will remain than just your opinion and belief
anonymous, to make a difference. You say
and no ques- you have been told you have taltion will be con- ent. One thing that may help is
sidered too in- to get some of the professors you
significant to have talked with about art · to
print.
speak about the subject in your
Some of the behalf. Another option if your
Lisa
different types parents don't go for that idea
BIRD
of problems would be to get some literature
- - - - • about which put together regarding different
one could ask majors in art and the types of
are things pertaining to relation- jobs available to students after
ships, family and roommate dif- graduation.
ferences and questions related
Your parents may have a preto career or schooVmajor. Here conceived idea and need to beis an example ofone problem and come more aware of the growing
a response:
areas of study in art. It seems
like they want you to have the
Dear Lisa:
best-or better-opportunities than
I am a 19 year old male and a they had. If you don't already
Huntington sophomore here at know, you might want to ask
Marshall. Currently, I am en- about the choices they had as
rolled in the college of Business children going through school.
For more information from
but my interests are in the field
of art. I would like to pursue a others skilled in this area you
major in this field but my par- might want to call Prichard Hall
ents say NO. They are not happy 696-3111 and ask for Steve
that I took a few art classes as Hensley.
I hope your parents will recelectives and feel I am taking
time away from my other studies ognize that ifyou have the desire
by following this interest. I have and talent to do something you
been told by my professors that I will succeed.
To send letters for the column
have talent and show promise
but my parents don't believe I simply address an envelope to
will make any money or have The Parthenon advice column
much of a future in art. Although and send through campus mail.
I have tried to tell them of the
many opportunities, they have
Lisa Bird, St. Albans senior, is a
closed their minds to the idea.
Major Dilemma counseling major.

THI FAR SIDI

By GARY LARSON THI FAR SIDI

" Bad guy comin' In. Arnie! . . . Minor key! '"

Inside tours of Acme Fake Vomit Inc.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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MAJORING IN
Pre-Med

Discover a challenging,
rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
development with great pay and
benefits. normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOllFREE
1-800-423-USAF
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• l@-f!~ll,i~l,~plle11s
pi~Je< '_,: . :

. ._. _. , , ·. -.. _ adults

couldn't, locate the Pacific
.
. ,\Spielberg flick?
' _;-,.; ·
·
· ·· · "Where in the World is · Carmen
.L , Instkad;it>s television;... and the Saridiego?'" 'is .loosely -based on a
/ su.bjectjs geograp~y.
. __. . _ · . computer game of the same name
? You. renfomber geography, Once created by Broderbund Software of
\ ~delytau,ght,. the study .o f pla~es•• · Califomia.Itisco-producedbyWGBH
Mdpeople-largely ended some y~ars ._ and WQED-Pittsburgh.
.•. ago~C.md µiilli_ons of)<ld~ grew up . The·detective-contestants-sixth~thonlytftev1igu~$tnotionofwhere. !llld seventh-graders - must solve a
in.the world anything was. .
. __ daily caper. A landmark of some sort
• •,-.·•· With "Where in the World .is . has been lifted, perhaps the Eiffel
· . Cami.en Sandiego?I" PBS has ; Towerorn)aybetheAlaskanpipeline
produced a funny, frenetic; halfhour . or the Great Pyramid. ·
of weekday television on ' a subject
The-thief is one of master criminal
• tlu,t of\;enhas l:>een considered boring. •. _C armen&n~'.s.n ef~ouscartoon
:even by teache~. , ..
. .. . :gang... It •ntjglit be foul~sinelling !!'op· ~
.. "rmltind of~tirpri~ at how well·. Gnmge-;- sm·al'J?l.Y -Vic· the.•SUck :or
. i~•~ !>een accep~,"i~d-Kate'1ayk)ri mechari.i<iabi_llaiiJ~ltki · , ··
··· .eo-~ec\iti~ -P ~~eiofthe showit . .T hegumshoeilmust tr.cldhecrook
·· · B·os:ton.'.~ ·W.GB.JJ.:TV; "It's been by decipher}ng clues during ·. a
: .. ~ip'1raced . l>y _
· the _ educ_a tfonal · Jeopardyslike qui:,;. Bllt not;just any
· community~ everi" tJiough it was not clu~s.
..• · · · .
d,esigned asa classroom tool." ·, +· . ·-·•-:• /!Weha.vespiders:fallin:gout,:rocks
. . . ~ds: Greg Lee, tJie, show's ho$t: : comin:g:;:t broughiwindj)ws/ ,p eople ·
·"We· don't want to teach kids dyingin front of me,.":I,ee'said; not to
· · :g~~l.l.YrWewaµi~tomotivatethern · mention · other··c1ues served up by
-~}~rr,:~t the ~1>r]~-•. •· ..-..·••· ·- •·••· di~rnh9-died hands, psychic valley
· ··-· O!i ·~ e ·air since September, the girls and rap~singing grandmothers.
-~ program appears Wbe ca~hing tin
Taylor . said .· PBS ·.• and the
not only with: kids ,l;>~t with their Corporlltion fQr Public Broadcasting
parents and teachers'. · It)veh has have promised to continue funding
propelled
cai:eer,of"~kap,ellit"; for the show, but need at least two
- the a ·cappeUa qtJ.artet that sings corporate underwriters. No new
and a:cts thh,ugh the show. · ·
episodes are planned until March.

:": . ~e>UJ:i,d / ~:/little . like; a .'Ste~E!n Ocean on a worid map."
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Spring a b~sy time for costumers
By Sheri L MorrlS

Reporter-------- - - -

Now that SJ?ring is nearly here, the
staff at Magic Makers is beginning to
prepare for the onslaught of orders.
Magic Makers, which occupies what
used to be a ballroom on the second floor
of the Frederick Building, has. been in
business for ·13 -years.
Ken Fox, one of ·t h~ ·shop's; owners,
said this is the ideal location thus far
because of"all the work space and storage
space that the building has to offer."
According to its co-owners, Fox and
his partner Ken Epperly, Magic Makers
began as a magic shop.
Over the years, however, it has evolved
into an all-purpose store with costumes,
magic tricks and accessories for all
occasions.
A staff of seven is responsible for
everything from the production of a
catalog to hand making and designing
all the costumes.
Even though Halloween is a busy time,
the spring months usually produce most
of the orders.
Around February, costume orders are
"'"" ...-_·.:..-...· _ ·

- _

_ , _ -.. ·.<:""

placed for spring plays and operas.
'This time is busier than Halloween
because people want specific costumes,
unlike during Halloween when people
just look for something they like,•
according to Fox.
It usually takes four to six weeks to
create, design and make a basic cost~. ·
Magic-Makers owns authentic dresses
and period clothing from other countries.
These garments are used as patterns for
Magic Makers' costumes.
If Magic Makers receives an order for
a costume that is not already ma'de,
research on the garment's design begins
immediately. This research is done in
their own library.
Magic Makers currently owns 5,000
costumes. When a customer is searching
for a specific costume, they may look
through 900 pictures that represent the
type of costumes Magic Makers has.
"Itis an interesting occupation because
you never know who is going to walk in
or what kind ofcostume they are going to
want," Fox said.
"There is a lot of extra work and it is
time consuming but I really like doing
this kind of thing."

-: • . -1,'!I',! , ~, ':'.= .~ . -:-.~.-;..:,.: • •• ~. ·'·· .. :.··. - ... ; •

.. • • - . -:. ,:- : t

"Driving Miss Daisy" was presented by the Kanawha Players

. Myer:s returns to stage
Cabin Creel<' native performs with Kanawha
Players in "Driving Miss Daisy"
By Jullet C. Matthews

Reporter---------The Kanawha Players production of
"Driving Miss Daisy" was highlighted
with a guest appearance by West Virginia
native Lou Myers. Myers is best known
in his role as Mr. Gaines on NBC's "A
Different World."
Myers said that he returned to work
with the Kanawha Players in an "attempt
to heighten the educational attitude
toward community theater."
Jane Herndon, a former Huntington
resident, played Miss Daisy. Ben Snyder,
a Charleston-area attorney, portrayed
Boolie, Miss Daisy's overprotective son.
Myers accepted the role as Hoke, Miss
Daisy's chauffeur, after a local friend
told him about the show.
Myers' performance was a class act. It
was clear that he was a natural for the
role. When speaking to him in person, it
is evident that Hoke was nothing but an
extension ofMyers own se,lf. Like Myers,
Hoke wu a smooth, snappy gentleman.
Herndon, as Daisy, was an appropriate
match for Myers' Hoke.
Her role as a Southern Jewish lady
with an uptight, yet humorous
refinement was in perfect contrast to
Hoke's down-to-earth nature.
Though her performance was called
"stift"by some in the audience on opening
night, Herdon's movement and speech
accurately reflected the behavior of
someone frustrated and troubled by old
age.
Boolie,· who was not a central
character, added an extra dimension to

the story. Snyder acted with all of the
frustration, impatience, and care that
one would expect from a son trying to
cope with an aging, yet spirited mother.
Snyder also depicted the confusion of
a white, Southern businessman in the
midst of the civil rights movement.
Kanawha Players production kept
scenery at a minimum. In doing this,
the actors were better able to display
their talents.
Only three primary scenes were used.
These consisted of Miss Daisy's living
room, Boolie's office and the "car."
The car, or rather the two benches
placed stage left, added an extra
challenge for the actors. Myers, in order
to "drive" the car, pantomimed all the
necessa-ry actions, from opening the door
for Miss Daisy to wiping the hood of the
car.
Despite the wonderful aspects of the
play, the "taped background noises left
something to be desired.
Nature sound effects, such as chirping
crickets and singing birds, began and
endedabruptly. Other tape changes did
not always fade out quickly enough.
Overall the Kanawha,Players deserve
kudos for a fine production.
"Driving Miss Daisy" was directed by
West Virginia native, Charles Holmond.
Holmond is currently a producing
director with Cincinnati's Free Theatre.
During the final two performances,
High Dalton, a Charleston businessman,
portrayed Hoke
The next Kanawha Players
production, "Wait Until Dark," opens
March 6. For more information, call
(304) 925-5051.
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Students make
job more fun,
workers say
By Kimberly car1co

Reporter----Are you afraid to take
your medical problems to
Student Health Services?
Don't be.
According to Student
Health receptionist Kendra Hannahs, "It's not necessary to be shy. We've
seen everything."
The center treats about
50 or 60 patients a day,
Beth Snyder, physician's
assistant, said.
"Students usually come
in for things like colds,
family plann ing, ankle or
back sprains, or broken
fingers or toes," Snyder
said.
"We occasionally see
things like chicken pox or
mumps, but we haven't had
any chicken pox so far this
semester."
Snyder said she enjoys
working with students
because they are a fun
group and are very pleasant.

Tuesday,Jan.28,1992

Professors say they're happy with move
the College of Business because
of old fashioned thinking,"
Walker said.
Dr. Jamil M. Chaudri, profesThe decision to make the Department of Computer Science's sor of computer science, agrees
new home the College of Science with Walker saying the move
has two professors in the depart- was essential because, "there
ment claiming Nov. ltheir Inde- was a definite lack of support,
and our needs were never prop-:
pendence Day.
Dr. David K Walker, associate erlymet."
professor of computer science, is
Both professon give credit to
one professor who said he thinks President J . Wade Gilley for
the move was for the best.
initiating the move.
"The Department of Computer
"Presiaent Gilley saw this as
Science was being held back by an important part of his overall

By Angle Dunlap

Reporter - - - - - - -

Calvin and Hobbes
daily in The Parthenon
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
Now Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms

plan of embracing the new techWalker added that this mennology atMarshall,"Walker said. tality is like "buying a car and
According to Chaudri, there is never getting the oil changed."
an intensive need to have faciliAccording to the professors, the ·
ties that are updated. In the past, smoothness of the transition to
there was no service budget, and the College of Science from the
the machines were not serviced College of Busineaa was doubtproperly.
ful.
-rhere was a meeting a short
Chaudri said authorities were
while ago at which Dean Robert asked and the department was
Alexander proudly made the aaaured that there would be no
statement that the College of losses resulting from the move.
Business bad never spent a dime He added that no case has hapon computer service contracts,• pened yet where that might be
Chaudri said.
tested.

MEMORIAL STUDENT CENTER
GOVERNING BOARD
APPLICATIONS
Applications are available for Student Center
Goveming Board at the main desk and room
2W6 In the Memorial Student Center.

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS

"COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE"
We accommodate 150+ students. 1 to 4 bedroom units available.
•Each bedroom has Its own bathroom!! •sun Decks •spiral Staircases •Security •Extra Clean •Great Furniture •AU utllltles paid
•Parking •Laundry •Pets allowed wife• •central Heat & Air •full
time staff

Application Deadline: February 3. 1992
at4:00 pm
Return to: Room 2W6 Memorial Student Center
(4 seat vacancies available)

The Student Government Association Endorses

OPERATION NATIVE TALENT JOB FAIR
Why: Find A Job For YOU.
When: Wed. January 29th. 1992 9am - 3pm.
Where: Henderson Center Main Floor Huntington, WV.
Who: Over 60 Employers. ·

60+ Employers interested in
hiring YOU!
Employers are·seeking the following
degrees and academic majors: Liberal arts, Journalism, Education, Business, Computer Science, Health Science, Law, and Public Administration.

Employers include: American
Hospital for Rehabilitation, Ashland Oil, Inc., Charleston Town
Center Marriott, Enterprise RentA-Car, The Greenbrier Hotel,
IBM, Internal Revenue Service,
The Kroger Company, Monongahela Power Company,
Mountaineer Gas Company,
National Bank of Commerce
Company, National Institute of
· Occupational Safety & Health,
One Valley Bank, Pleasant
Valley Hospital, Stone and Thomas, Ta ndy Corp/Radio Shac k,
United Banksha res, Inc ., United

Jointly sponsored by AT&T, West Virginia Chamber of Commerce, West Virginia ,Round Table, Inc., Governor's Office of Community and Industrial Development, and the West Virginia College Placement Association.

States Air Force, U.S. Department of Justice On.Jg Enforcement Administration, U.S. General Accounting Office, VOCA
Corp. of WV, Inc., WV Department of Health and Human
Resources, WV Department of
Transportation, WV Division of
Rehabilitation Service, Informational Booths Bureau of Employment Programs.

12··

For futher information Contact: Placement
Services Center, EXT 2370/7 1
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COE hopes to keep accreditation Tutoring services
By Katy Dalton

The report lists strengths and

The college will continue to

Vickers would not discua1 any
specifics at this time.
College officials can either
agree with or dispute the remarks
in the report and submit their
own report to the NCATE Unit
Accreditation Board, she said.
-rheir CNCATE Site Committee] initial report can either be
confirmed by this Unit Accreditation Board orit can be rejected,"
she said. -rhey
the ones who
decide whether we retain our
accreditation."

its NCATE accreditation but
transcripts would no longer be

Reporter------- weaknesses in the college but meet state standard.a if it loses

The Dean ofthe College ofEducation is hopeful the college will
remain accredited as it enters
the final stages of the evaluation proce11.
Dr. Carole A Vickera said the
college baa until Feb. 21 to respond to a report made by a Site
Committee for the National
Council for Accreditaticm of
Teacher Education (NCATE)
that viaited .c ampus in November.

are

ACKPOT!

We will be giving away
t en $50 prizes! You
must donate at least
3 times between
Feb. 1 and Feb. 15 to
be eligible.

Ca 11 today for

$ $$PLUS$$ $
Receive a $15 bonus for your 7th
donation in February!
9

P al

PLASMA CENTER

formerly Baxter-Hyland

631 Fourth Ave. Htgn. WV

529-0028

markedNCATEapproved, which

stays a busy place
By Derek Tomblln

fees goes into a pot. Anybody
could hurt atudenta, ahe said.
Reporter-------- who wanta tutoring can come to
•People out ofstate look at tranme and claim their share of that
1Cl'ipt1 and say, 'I don't know
Students offering a11istance money for tutoring services,"
Marshall but I know NCATE, so and students in need of 888ia- Heu said.
·
thiapenon must be pretty good,• tance keep the Office ofStudent
With the benefits come other
she said.
_
Tutoring Services a busy place. guidelines. Tutored students
She also said NCATE approval
-i have people in and out of must fill out contracts, which
puts Marshall among schools here all day,-aaidJane Hess, co- state that they must attend
with high standard.a, which at- ordinator of tutoring services,
classes, study, prepare for tutortractastudents who want tomajor
Tutoring services hires tutors ing sessions and keep appointin education.
in all subject areas. According to ments with their tutors.
Hess, about one-fourth ofthe stuPeople who want to tutor alsoLaser Printing
522-WORD
dents who come in for tutoring must meet some requirements
ask for math tutors.
Hess said that students may
The Wor<l Shop
Hess added, "We keep tutors apply if they have at least a J.O
in all 100 level courses, in most GPA and an 'A' or '8' in the
Complete lyping. Word Proa:ssing,
200 level, some 300 but very few subject they wish to tutor. The
Desktop Publishinf &
400 ·1evel courses. ·
applicant must also list a profesTranscrintio n Scmccs
"Usually we find that if a stu- sor who would recommend them
dent will stick with a tutor, they as a tutor, a nd attend a short
can bring the grade up," Hess training"program
said.
Hess said the amount of time a
Another benefit ofthe program student may tutor is limited. "We
is that students do not have to don't allow a tutor to have over
pay as long as they do not exceed 20 hours a week. "We're a fraid
the two-hour-a-week time limit. that if we allow more time than
"Anything over two hours, the that, they might begin to neglect
student pays the tutor directly," their own studies·."
Hess said.
Those interested in applying
Tutors are paid by tutoring for tutoring pos itions or services
services. "Part ofthe money that may contact Jane Hess or Kell ie
everyone pays for their activity Dunlap in Prichard Hall 134.

kinko•s·

the copy center

It can't do laundfy or fmd you adate,
but it can he]p you find more time for both.
The ne\\' Apple· \1acinrosh · Classic· II
computer makes it easier for you 10 juggle
classes. activities. projects. and term papersand still find time for \\'hat makes college
life real life.
It 's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor. which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive'· disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you 10
_
exchange information easily \\'ith
-' "'~ ; ,,,.~ ~ ·'"~w.,.,.,w,., 11 , ~ , ,- ;
almost anv other kind ofcomputer. _'"::':.~ f..~E:\:,\::.,l ~\:1::\--.1::\-'i....

--~·

·

In addition ttl its built-in c1p:thili1ie:-. 1111.·
.\ladnttlsh Cbsic II c:111 he equipped 11·i1h up
to 10 megah11es lif R-\.\1. so 1nti'II he :tble ll 1
run sel'eral applic:11ion:- at I llll'l' :rnd 11·lirk
with large amounts lif dat:t.
If rnu alreadr 011·11 a .\1:Kintl>Sh Cl:ts,il·.
and \\'ant thl' speed and tk\ihilitl' lll a
.\ladnwsh Cbssic II. ask u, :thnut :tn
upgrade-it c:111 hl' instalbl in iu~r 1111mu1.·,
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Herd drops eleventh straight
By Anthony tfanshew
Sports Editor-· - - -- - -- - -

zone and man and nearly kept the entire
Buccaneer team off guard.
The one man who solved the Herd's deCalvin Talford scored a season-high 26 fensive strategy was Talford. Talford
points including six three pointers to lead riddled the Herd defense for 17 first half
the East Tennessee State Buccaneers to points and four three pointers.
a 72-66 win over Marshall and send the
"It felt good to play like this because last
Herd to a team record eleventh straight year I play very well here," said Talford,
loss.
who was one of eleven form three point
Marshall played the Southern Confer- range in last year's game at the Henderence leading Buccaneers tough through- son Center.
out behind the play ofjunior center Luke
Harold Simmons keyed a second half
Gross.
run that gave the Herd a five point lead
Gross scored eight of the Herd's first 17 • at 54-49 with 10:00 to play. Simmons hit
points as Marshall dominated the inside a three pointer from the corner followed
play early. The Herd finished the first by a 16 foot baseline shot it the 9-4 spurt. .
half with ten offensive rebounds and 14
Buccaneer coach Alan LeForce then
second chance points. Marshall and ETSU switched to a zone defense meant to stop
were knotted at 38 at the half.
.
Marshall's inside game and force the
"It's a confidence thing," Gross said of guards to shoot.
his offensive effort. "Coach has been tellFollowing the move, ETSU went on a
ing us that and I guess he's right."
10-0 run to regain the lead at 59-54. The
Gross was equally proud of the team Buccaneers led by as many as nine as
effort from Marshall.
Marshall scored only 12 points in the final
"We played hard and with intensity," ten minutes.
Gross said. "It's all corning together, and
Herd coach Dwight Freeman said he
ifwe can continue to improve, we're going was pleased with his team's offensive
to be fine."
play.
It seemed as if everything had come
"We're getting to the point where we're
together in the first half. Marshall banged getting potent offensively against a man
the ball inside against the ETSU man to man. Luke is becoming a force in this
defense and were effective.
league.
Defensively, the Herd switched between
"We're making good decisions against

l'hcllo by IIMI _..

Glen Staples, Beckley Freshman, dishes the ball off during Saturday night's 75-72 loss to
Appalachian State. Staples continued his improved play with nine points.

the man. Now we have to learn to do it
against the zone and put .the two together," Freeman said.
Gross and Frank Martin led the Herd
with 16 points each. Malik Hightower

added 10 points off the bench. Eric Clay
grabbed a team high nine rebounds, Gross
added eight boards.
Marshall [3-13, 0-5) return to action
Feb. 1 at Furman.

Lady Herd slump continues
The Lady Herd continued their
mid-season slump Saturday with
a 78-64 loss to conference foe
Appalachian State at Boone, N .C.
Marshall trailed by seven at

halftime, 31-24, as the Lady Herd
shot only 36 percent from the
field.
Tracy Krueger scored a teamhigh 17 points and pulled down

six rebounds for the Lady Herd,
who dropped to 7-10 overall and
0-3 in the Southern Conference.
Kristi Huff added 12 points and
seven assists.

Sky boxes used year-round
By John e. Snyder
Reporte

While students searched for a
Super Bowl party that offered all
you can eat and drink for less
than $1, there were some people
who paid up to $24,020 for their
party in the ;· .1dium's sky suites.
The suites are leased to individuals and local businesses for
$10,000to$24,000ayear,James
D. Woodrum, assistant athletic
director for compliance and special projects, said.
"Besides having the opportunity to watch the home games,
the lease holders may have one
meeting a month," Woodrum
said.
"It just so happens that for
January, the suites were used
for Super Bowl parties," he said.
"Marshall furnishes the suites
with the basics," Woodrum said.
"We provide the carpeting, wallpaper, seats, and cabinets. "
Most of the suites emphasize
Marshall's colors and logo. Big
screen televisions, sofas, tables
and chairs are used in several of

Rush Tables:
January 28th, from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm in the
student center.
Rush Week:
Regular Chapter Rush runs January 28th
through the 31st. Bid day is January 31st at
5:00 pm.

A view from President J. Wade Gilley's sky box of Marshall stadium's
other luxury boxes.

the suites.
Huntington National Bank.
Woodrum says that it is unIf the suites are too expensive,
likely any of the lease holders one floor down from the suites is
will give up their suite at the end the Big Green Room.
of their three-year lease.
Scooter Shreve, Big Green
"With the success of last Scholarship Foundation director,
season's football team, we have says that for a $200 a year donaan increased interest in the sky tion to the Big Green Fund,
suites," Woodrum said.
families may watch the football
The suites are leased by such games in the Big Green Room.
companies as Pepsi-Cola; Key The BigGreenRoornhasclosedCenturion Bancshares, Inc.; circuit televisions, comfortable
Family Urgent Care; and First seatin&.and.t.wo anadr.bus..

For Additional Info:
Office of Greek Affairs 696-2284
AL<I>
523-5939
ATQ
. 696-9677
AXA
696-9830
<l>.10
523-8742
I1KA
528-9811
flK<l>
522-4456
l:<I>E
528-9031
TKE
522-6211

RUSH!~
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Sports briefs
Tyson trial begins
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)-Jury selection got under way Monday in the
trial of boxer Mike Tyson, who was .
cheered as he arrived at the courthouse to face accusations that he
raped a teen-age beauty pageant
contestanL
Applause and yells of "Let's go,
Mike: "He ain't guilty," and "Way
to go, Mike" greeted the former
heavyweight champion as he
breezed past reporters, photographers and spectators.
A dozen crime-fighting Guardian
Angels set up a picket line, urging
Tyson and promoter Don King to
"Keep it clean - Don't get mean."

Skins win unites
D.C. residents
.WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's capital put aside the recession to celebrate the Washington
Redskins' football championship.
"The Redskins are what brings
this area together," said Bruce
Monroe, 36, one of the estimated
30,000 celebrants who flooded the
streetsafterWashington's37-24win
in Super Bowl XXVI.
In the city's Georgetown neighborhood, rich and poor and blacks
and whites celebrated together.
"Out here tonight you see people
hugging and high-fivingirig and
celebrating without regard to ra'ce,"
said Bill Nichols, 43.

Payton named state's top amateur athlete
By Anthony Hanshew
Sports E d i t o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

·The honors continue to roll in for record setting quarterback Michael Payton. Saturday, Payton was named the recipient of the. 1991 A.L. Hardman Award as the state's
Amateur Athlete of the Year by the West Virginia Sports
Writers Association.
Payton became the sixth Marshall athlete to win the
award and the fourth in the past seven years. Former MU
basketball star John Taft won last year.
. Ofthe six Marshall athletes who have won state player of
the year honors, three played football.
Previous football winners were receiver John Filliez and
quarterbacks Carl Fodor and Tony Peterson.
The award adds to Payton's impressive list ofpost season
honors. In leading the Herd to an 11-4 record and a spot in
the division I-AA championship game, Payton was the
Southern Conference offensive player of the year and was
named first team all-conference on both the coach's and
media's polls. He also garnered second team All-American
honors.
"I attribute it to a great team !Uld great supporting cast,"
Payton said. "When you look at the great athletes who have
"(OD in the past, it certainly is an honor.
"It's something 111 cherish the rest of my life."
Payton's 1991 statistics were some ofthe best in Marshall
·history.
·
He completed 222 of346 passes for 3,392 yards 26 touchdowns, and 10 interceptions.
.
'
.
He set a regular season national passing efficiency record
with a 182.32 rating.
·
Payton's dream season was not played without adversity
though.
·
'
He missed two games during midseason because of an in- ·
testinal virus.
Payton ranks fourth in school career marks of attempts
completions, yards, and touchdown passes.
'
He is within reach to set several all-time conference and
school records next season.
Payton already has several school single game records for ·
yards, attempts, and yards in a half.
Payton's best performance of the year came against VMI
when he passed for 389 yards in the first half.

Photo by K8"1 -

Marshall quarterback Michael Payton shows his versatility by evading
a Youngstown St. defender. Payton was named the state's top amateur
athlete for 1991 .
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Class offers
tips to "kick
the habit"

luesclay,Jan.28, 1992
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Program focuses on Multicultural issues

Upcoming programs under this two of four programs to be of. year's theme "Transitions-Life is fered under the -i'ransitions"
Changing" will be the topic of title.
The third program will focus
· discussion at the spring semester meeting of the Student Af- on multicultural issues.
The Office of Student Health fairs Program Council Wednes"We feel that this is a major
Education is now enrolling stu- day.
transition in many students'
dents, free of charge, in a class
During the fall semester, Stu- lives; said Rev. Robert K. Bondeveloped by the American dent Affairs presented the first durant of the Campus Christian
Cancer Society to help people
stop smoking.
The one-hour classes began
Monday at 5 p.m. in Prichard
Hall. Sessions will continue on
Mondays and Wednesdays thereafter for two weeks, if enough
students enroll.
"We need at least eight people
enrolled for the program to run,"
coordinator Carla Lapelle said.
The program makes use -of
education and group support to
help students overcome the
8UT ITS KARDTO IU.Mf.MJF.X LYRICS KIN-KO'S • RA°t-:A-DAi -VAT
smoking habit, she said.
SOWt MME COflf.5 /rr KINKO':S.rTl, &OOM- 8Alt6 RA1-A·DAT· DAT
Students may register by con.50C.OOlWE WROTE.A S~AMJT
D0N1" NEED NO 8O-l-OS
tacting the Office of Student
Health Education Programs at
696-4800.
C.t\EC.K .
ITOUT . .
/
NO GIMMICKS l'::;:::::'1
EXTRA INCOME NOW!~
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 · $800 <Nery weei< •
Free"Oelails: SASE to
11roou1.......-.1nc.
P.O. S.. 680605 • Qrtando, FL 32868

Center.
Under the multicultural focus,
programs will be offered recognizing Black History Month,
Hispanic Awareness Week,
Women's History Week and other
issues including religious diversity and race relations.
Bondurant said the events will

begin Feb. 24 and run through
March 8. Specific dates for events
and other details will be determined during Wednesday's
meeting.
The final program, to be presented later in the semester, will
focus on various aspects of the
college experience.

KIN·KO'S-YOUDON EVE!t c.LOSE INCLASS, KIN-KO'S·YOU REALLY

KrN-Ko:s · YO~ DON'T EVER DOU .SMEMY-5QOM·8AN6·K.AT·A·~T
Klt,H(O:S ·MAKE.ME LOOK GOO.D DAT· l<JN·K0:3·1TH INK I LDVf 'fDlJ .
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Legislators want more money for Marshall
By K. Mark Tn,by

Reporter
Three Cabell County legislators requested that the University System Board of Trustees
allocate more money to
Marshall's underfunded programs, including the completion
of the fine arts center.
House Majority Whip Rick
. Houvouras, D-Cabell, spearheaded the effort in a legislative

session last week.
"For a university to spend $13
or14 million on a building and
then not to open it because of a
shortage of$70,000is ridiculous,•
Houvouras said. "It's high time
we opened it."
The idea to use part of the
$300,000 fund reserved by Trustees for special projects was first
brought up by Houvouras in a
legislative budget hearing last
week.

"We're looking in e"'1J nook
and cranny for money to help
Marshall, but the Board ofTrustees proceeds slowly," Houvouras
said.
Del. Chuck Chambers, DCabell, also has shown support
for additional money for
Marshall.
"I think the Board of Trustees
should use the rainy day [special
projects] fund to help out, because it is most certainly a rainy

day at Marshall, but I'm not sure
that the Fine Arts Center is the
most urgent need," Chambers
said.
Houvouras and Sen. Homer
Heck, D-Cabell, have plead their
case to Board of Trustees Chancellor Charles Manning, citing
inequity in Marshall's funding
compared with West Virginia
University.
"I feel that Marshall was
shorted $82,000 in last year's

State of the Union Address
Bush plan offers
fatter paychecks
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Bush announced a plan to fatten paychecks by cuttingtax withholding Tuesday night as he sketched details of a
$1.5 trillion budget. He offered no quick
middle class tax cut, but proposed help
for Americans struggling to buy health
insurance and new homes.
In a State of the Union address that
dwelt largely on remedies for the recession, Bush said he would ask Congress
to freeze domestic spending at this
year's level. He urged lawmakers to
eliminate 246 federal programs he
described as wasteful.
The budget's formal unveiling was
set for Wednesday.
The outline Bush presented in his
nationally televised address seemed
certain to provoke an election-year tax
battle with the Democratic majorities
of Congress. Ma ny Democrats favor a
tax cut for the middle class to be fi' Danced by higher taxes on the wealthy.
They also oppose Bush's renewed call
for a cut in the capital gains tax, the
levy paid on investment profits.
Bush bid the lawmakers to pass an
economic package of short-term measuresbyMarch20,includingacutinthe
capital gains tax rate paid on profits on
property sales, the tax breaks for firsttime homebuyers and tax cuts for the
real estate industry and for business
investments.
"From the day after that, if it must
be, the battle is joined," he warned.
Bushsaidhewouldproposea$5,000
tax credit and penalty-free Individual
Retirement Accounts for first-time
homebuyers. And he said he would provide tax credits ofup to $3,750 for lowincome families to help them pay for
health insurance.
But after months of statements by
top administration officials that they
were seriously considering a broadbased middle-class tax cut to help spark
an end to the recession, Bush included
nosuchproposalinhispackageofshortterm relief measures.

President George Bush

senger line,for a total savings ofnearly
$5 billion. And a decision to keep the
number of federal employees at nondefense agencies at this year's levels.
-A cut in the capital gains tax, paid
on profits from sales of property, to a
top rate of15.4 percent. Bush had been
expected to propose cutting that top
rate to 19.6 percent, but GOP conservatives had pressed him to slash that
figure even lower.
-Allowing deduction of interest on
student loans for taxpayers and their
children.
Other Bush proposals that had been
signaled in advance included:
-A $50 billion, five-year reduction
in defense spending, below cuts that
were already planned, reflecting the
demise ofthe Cold War. Savings would
come from limiting to 20 the B-2 bombers that will be purchased, halting
production of sea-based ballistic missiles and buying no more Cruise missiles.

Instead, Bush proposed a widely ex- ·

pected $500 increase in the personal income-taxexemptionforchildrenbutasked
that it not take effect until Oct. 1 - well
after many economists say the economy
should be on the upswing.
Current tax law provides for a $2,300
exemption per person.
The White House said Bush's plan to
cut tax withholding - which does not
require approval by Congress, would pump
. $25 billion into paychecks this year that
wage-earners otherwise would not get
until 1993, for an average of $300 per
family.
The change was described as permanent, and officials said more than 85
percent of taxpayers who currently receive refunds at year's end would continue to do so.
Much of what Bush proposed had been
reported previously. But based on his address to Congress and a briefing his top
aides gave reporters at the White House,
some surprises emerged, in addition to
the changes in tax withholding.:
-A freeze on domestic programs excluding benefit programs like Medicare- at this year's level of$203 billion.
Elimination of 246 federal programs,
including subsidies for the Amtrak pas-

-A90-dayfreeze on many new regulations, with bureaucrats looking to
eliminate federal requirements that
slow economic growth.
-A credit of 10 percent of the purchase price of a home, up to $5,000, for
first-time home-buyers, with half of
the credit allowed this year and half in
1993. First-time home purchasers could
also avoid the 10 percent penalty for an
IRA withdrawal of up to $20,000.
-Waiving penalties for withdrawals ofIRA monies for medical and educational expenses.

-Elimination of the 10 percent
luxury tax on part ofthe cost of expensive yachts and airplanes.
Still to come were full details of a
proposal to address the problem of
rocketing health-care costs and the 35
million uninsured Americans.
Specific proposals were deleted at
the last minute from an introduction to
the budget, written by White House
budget director Richard Darman, after
congressional Republicans complained
to Bush that they were being left out of
the process and that the plans could
anger their constituents.
The details were expected to be revealed by a Bush speech on Feb. 6.

budget compared to West Virginia University, and now
Marshall may not have full
summer school classes," Heck
said.
"That's one reason I voted
against the budget."
Houvouras said that West
Virginia should focus more on
the needs of in-state students
and less on out-of-state students.

See MARSHALL, Page 2

Students choose
calendar proposal
By Missy Rake

Reporter---- -- - - - - - ore than half the students participatingin a survey sponsored
·
by the Student Government
Association voted to maintain
the existing calendar for the 1992-93
school year, the student body president
said.
Taclan B. Romey said 350 students
showed up for the survey, which included
five calendar proposals for the fall semester and two for the spring. Romey said 75
percent voted to keep the current dates
for the fall and 96 percent opted to maintain the spring dates.
The favored proposals are identical to
this year's calendar, Romey said, except
that spring break will be scheduled one
week later.
The proposals, if approved by President
J . Wade Gilley, will consist of a nine-day
Thanksgiving break with spring classes
beginning Jan. 11 and spring break held
March 13-21. The last exam day will be
May 7 and commencement exercises May

M

8.
Romey, Lansing junior, said spring
break was listed as March 6-14, but during a calendar committee meeting Friday
afternoon the proposal was altered to list
spring break one week later because "it's
warmer then," Romey said.
With three polling sites set up during
the two-day survey, Romey said he was
surprised at the number of participating
students. He said it pr oves that students
do care when vacation breaks are scheduled.
"There are generally less [voters] at
elections," Romey said. "With only six
hours ofpoUing, we surveyed pretty well."
Co11ege of Liberal Arts Sen. Patrick
Miller, Parkersburg junior, said he was
not expecting much student involvement
because SGAdidn't advertise the opinion
poll as much as its previous surveys or
elections. "With a small amount ofadvertising, I was happy with the number of
voter s," he said.
A student representative on the calendar committee, Miller said the committee voted to recommend the student-favored proposals to Gilley, who will make
See CALENDAR, Page 2
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Board proposal may increase student fees MARSHALLBy Nancy Heil

Reporter-------"Studen~s lose out," Student
Representative Patrick Miller
said Tuesday to the President's
Budget Advisory Board about
cuts in the university budget that
could affect students.
"We aren't getting more benefits. We get deficiencies," Miller
said. "The university needs to be
efficient and lean."
During the meeting the committee discussed the restructuring of student fees to help with
the budget problems.
Ed Gross, vice president of
.. -:-· ·.
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Ct,eerleader · . .
plead~ ir,ng~~n(:

Jo ·rape charge

A~shall cb~erleader •
pleaded.innbcenfTuesday
to charges ofsecond-degree
sexuala.ssauJ.,t:ofa 15~year- .
. old Gallipolis, Ohio, girt
· Melvw.R Halley entered
.. his plea jn Cabell County
Magistrate Court .bifore
Ju:dgeJ~hn Rice. · · ·
A preliminary hearing
has been set for Feb. 14. .
. The court appointed an at~
torney for Ifalley's defense.
. Halley r~mains free on
$5,000 bond, on the condi~
tion that he have no contact with the alleg~d vie- ·
tiin.

..

..

. . . ..

Halley remains suspended from thecheerlead,
ing squad pending.trial. •

..

administration said, "We need to
look at the fee structure. It needs
an in-house restructuring."
A possibility would be to charge
for hours above 15 hours.
Another would be to increase
the student fees.
"I don't think you should tax
students for wanting to get out of
here sooner," said Miller. "You
shouldn't be hurting them."
President J. Wade Gilley said,
"We have to look at the overall
pricing structure. We care as
much about any student out-ofstate as well as a metro but the
tax dollars come from West Virginia.

Three possibilities for helping
continued Gilley, "We are trying with next year's budget are askto come up with a fair pricing ingthe state legislature for more
money, reducing the amount by
scheme."
The Student Activity Fee streamlining and see what stuCommittee is looking into the fee dent fees can be raised.
"We will look at increasing
structure and are preparing a
recommendation for the fees," Gilley said.
According the Miller this is
President's Budget Advisory
not a fair solution.
Committee.
"We have to make sure the
"We are going to have to examine all of the fees:" Miller said. students are protected," Miller
"Student fees are always raised." said .
"We should be the last ones to
"The administration should all
look at cutting costs," Miller said. look at solving the budget."
He added, "Now we are going
"When there is a a budget problem we raise fees rather than to insure that the university is
looking at university excesses." efficient."

New visitation policy considered
By Terri Fowler

From Page 1

"We have funding problems,"

Reporter--------

allowed 24-hour visitation on
Friday and Saturday, except for

The Student Conduct and
Welfare Committee will decide
Friday whether to recommend to
Faculty Senate more liberal visitation policies for the residence
halls.
The recommendations include
a plan to offer different visitation policies in different residence
halls and to allow 24-hour visitation between residents of different floors in co-ed halls.
Another proposal suggests allowing first semester freshmen
to have 24-hour visitation on
weekends. There is also a proposal to extend weekday visitation until 1:00 a.m.
Current visitation policy states
that visitation hours are from
11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday. Residents are

first semester freshmen.
Laidley Hall residents are allowed 24-hour visitation every
day. All guests must be signed iQ
and out in the lobby and escorted
at all times by a resident. Guests
staying overnight are required
to fill out an overnight guest registration form.
Many students think the visitation policy in Laidley Hall
should apply to all resideRce halls
on campus.
According to a survey conducted in 1990 by a visitation
study committee, most students
disagree with residence hall visitation policies, especially the rule
that denies first semester freshmen 24-hour visitation on weekends.
Students think the university
should have more liberal visita-

tion policies. However, some students think 24-hour visitation
every day would create too much
noise and be a distraction to
school work.
Aimee J. Ray, Cowen freshman, says there have to be some
rules to guarantee privacy.
"I kind of agree with it the way
it is because if we had 24-hour
visitation all week we'd never
have any quiet," Ray said.
The visitation policy changes
were recommended by a study
committee established in 1990
to review visitation policies and
suggest changes to the Student
Conduct and Welfare Committee.
The Student Conduct and
Welfare Committee will meet
Friday at 3:15 p.m. in the Student Center to consider approval
of the recommended changes in
the visitation policy.

Tonight#
The one, the ,only
the original

Wl§f!.~[f{@ Wf!.W
Every contestant wins!

"West Virginia taxpayers spend
$40 milliort a year to educate
Pennsylvanians in Morgantown,"he said. "Ifthey [W.V.U.J
would raise out-of state tuition
just $100 it would raise one million dollars. This money could be
used to bail out Marshall."
Manning said that the board ·
does see a great disparity between the funding of Marshall
andW.V.U.
"West Virginia University is
every bit as underfunded as
Marshall compared with schools
the same size." Manning said.
"We do have a great interest in
raising out-of-state tuition."
Manning said that the BOT
prefers to delegate authority
rather than appropriate money
for specific projects such a:s the
Fine Arts Center.
"'"I will be very hesitant to support a proposal for a specific program. If we did, every other
campus will want money for their
critical needs," Manning said.
"We would be willing to consider
giving Marshall some financial
help, but Dr. J. Wade Gilley
would decide how to use it."

CALENDAR-From Page 1
the final decision. Student-selected fall proposal was voted
unanimously and the students'
calendar choice for spring was
accepted by a majority of the
calendar committee members.

NO GIMMICKS ~
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Americans' wages, salaries rise
faster than ·n·ational inflation rate
during the previous quarter.
Employment costs rose 1.1 percent in
the first quarter and 1.3 percent in the
second.
The Labo.r Department also reported
today that contracts settled through collective bargaining last year gave workers
average annual wage increases of 3.3
percent over the life of the pacts.
The last time parties covered by those
settlements negotiated in 1988 and 1989,
wage gains were smaller, averaging just
2.8 percent annually over the contract
term, the report said.
Wages and salaries of private industry
workers rose 0.9 percent from October
through December, up from 0.8 percent
the previous quarter.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Americans'
wages, salaries and benefits rose 4.3
percent in 1991, beating the 3.1 percent
inflation rate, the government said Tuesday.
Last year's employment cost index, considered one of the best
gauges of inflationary
wage pressures, exceeded a 3.1 percent
increase in prices, despite its failure to keep
up with a 6.1 percent inflation rate in
1990, the Labor Department said.
The employment cost index was down
from the 4.9 percent at the end of 1990.
The huge jump in inflation in 1990 was

due in part to soaring gasoline and fuel oil
costs that followed Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion
of Kuwait.
Since then, fuel prices have dropped
and the Federal Reserve's grip on credit
has restrained prices in other areas.
Slower wage inflation helps keep the
nation's overall inflation rate down.
The news thus could lessen the Fed's
inflation worries even more and give it
further leeway to continue driving interest rates down in an effort to stimulate
the moribund economy.
Despite the overall increase in employment costs for the year, the pace remained
moderate at year's eod, inching up just
0.9 perce·nt in the final three months of
the year following a 0.8 percent gain

Division seeks
restoration of lost
funds to budget

U.N. council maintains
sanctions against Iraq

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)-The Division of Corrections asked lawmakers
Tuesday to restore $1.1 million it lost because of the governor's 4 percent budget
cut.
Corrections Commissioner Ron Gregory
said a $350,000 appropriation for repairs
atthe Davis Center in Tucker County will
go toward that budget cut.
He said about 30 correctional officers
also will be laid off and the Charleston
Work-Release Center will be closed unless the budget cut is made _u p.
Some House Finance Committee members expressed concern that the money
they had set aside for the Davis Center
repairs was diverted to meet the budget
But Gregory said the only other options
would be to close the Davis Center entirely or lay off more employees.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Rebuking
the Baghdad government for not fully cooperating with U .N. weapons inspectors,
the Security Council decided Tuesday to
keep economic sanctions clamped on Iraq.
The council's displeasure over Iraq's
attitude was compounded Monday when
U.N. officials said Iraqi police stood by
and did nothing as weapons inspectors
were roughed up and menaced by about
40 Iraqi men at a Baghdad hotel.
No one was injured, and the chemical
weapons inspection team was allowed to
go about its work uninterrupted in
Baghdad Tuesday,-U.N. officials said.
But the U.N. Special Commission in
charge of dismantling Iraq's weapons of
mass destruction·has protested the incident to Saddam Hussein's government.
Laser Printing

Student Government
Vacant Senate Seats
1 c.c.
1 Regents B.A.
1 Med. School
1 C.O.L.A.
1 C.O.E.
3 Grad. School
2 C.O.B.
1 C.O.F.A.

"I think it's outrageous," said the seeond-ranking U.S. ambassador, Alexander Watson. "Obvious½' the members of
the Special Commission piust be able to
perform their duties· in an unfettered
fashion:
Even without that irritant, the Security Council would undoubtedly have
agreed to maintain the sanctions, citing a
general pattern of belligerency and noncooperation by the Iraqis.
President Bush and Prime Minister
John Major ofBritain have gone further,
contending that sanctions should be
maintained until Saddam is overthrown.
Western diplomats say the most serious problem is Baghdad's concealment of
· weapons systems, such as its crash program to develop nuclear weapons.
5_2 2-WORD

The Word Shop
Complete Typirrg, Word Processing,
Desktop Publishing & Transcriotion Services

Clinton seeks to shift
focus from allegation
Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton touted his economic
proposals Tuesday during a Texas
campaign swing as he sought to shift
attention from the "cash-for-trash"
allegations ofa woman who said she
had an affair with him.
Clinton, campaigning in San Antonio, said the American public is
more interested in "real issues,"
citinga local poll showing that people
feel the alleged affair has gotten too
much attention.
"The people ... like the fact that I
have basically decided to ignore the
cash-for-trash mentality that seems
to be gripping the country and that
we're going back to the real issues."

Earn $500-S1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details Rush $1 .00 wilh
SASE to OIH Group, Inc.
~019 lk. Sherwood, Ot1ando, FL 32818

MEMORIAL STUDENT CENTER
GOVERNING BOARD
APPLICATIONS
Applications are available for Student Center
Govemlng Board at the main desk and room
· 2W6 In the Memorial Student Center.

Application Deadline: February 3, J992
Retum to: Room 2W6 Memorial Student Center
(4 seat vacancies available)

~ !

CHARLESTON

Fewer toxins in state,
watchdog group says
West Virginia industry cut toxic
emissions by nearly 19 percent
between 1987 and 1990, including a
39 percent reduction in the release
ofcarcinogens, a chemical industry
watchdog group said Tuesday.
The National Institute for Chemical Studies issued its "West Virginia Discharge Reduction Scorecard" that also said the state's 26
chemical plants cut toxic emissions
by 13 percent and carcinogen releases by 57 percent.
"The dialogue between the community and the chemical industry
has had some results," said Paul
Hi11, president of the non-profit
group.

'NEED EXTRA INCOME ~
Ill. . FOR 1992?

at4:00 pm
Interviews to be held Monday and Tuesday,
Feb. 3rd and 4th, beginning at 9:00p.m. ·'
Pick up application In SGA office MSC 2W298.
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Press helps keep
politicians honest

r

,
r
r

Long dead leaves line the walkways and the
threat of snow hangs in the evening sky. All is
quiet and calm as if something just bad had happened, or something was about to.
There is a hint of expectancy in the air as if something, anything, may blow through and tum the
world on its ear.
A hurricane? No. This is far more deadly and
dangerous.
A tidal wave? No. This reeks more havoc and
leaves more mud in its wake.
A presidential campaign? BINGO.
That's right. It's time for that American tradition
that we call 'politics', which usually involves absolutely everything that we never wanted to know
about the men would run our country.
Everything from the eating habits to the sexual
habits ofthe prospective candidates get played out
on the nightly news and on the front pages of our
country's newspapers.
By the time the field of candidates is narrowed to
the two that will run in the general election the
American public knows the name ofthe high school
sweetheart of both nominees.
We know them well - all to well it would seem in
some occassions.
Once again this process has come under fire from
some critics who say that the media go to far.
Recent revelations regarding Arkansas Gov. Bill
Clinton and his sexual history have been reported
prominently - and some say - inappropriately by
the American media.
But is it inappropriate to report whether or not a
man cheats on his wife?
Trust and loyalty are something that are necessary in anyone that would lead a nation.
Just as Clinton is married to his wife, as president he would be married to the American people.
If he would cheat on his wife, then who knows
what might happen to the people who elected him?
It's part of the job of the media to provide the
public with information about the candidates involved.
Ultimately, it is the voters who decide the fate of
any candidate.
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ditched the luxury box plans, and
simply transferred the old pressbox.....
Anyone who was at the championship game at Paulson Stadium in
Statesboro will recall that Georgia
To the Editor:
Southern has a fine football facility
(although not in the same league as
Driving home from school the other Marshall's), but an insufficient pubday, I noticed something rather lic address system and scoreboard.
humorous. I passed a U.S. Postal Georgia Southern went halfway on
Service Ford Pinto with "Express its PA system and scoreboard.
Mail" painted on the side. The Pinto
Let's not let Marshall get by with a
was moving about 50 miles per hour halfway job on the end zone seats at
on an interstate highway.
our fabulous new stadium.
The same day I read that one ofthe
proposals for making up for the
Matthew Turner
"missing" 2,000 seats at Marshall's
Barboursville sophomore
new stadium was to move some
bleachers from Fairfield Stadium. I
thought, "This is just like that Pinto
I saw today: Express mail, but delivered by a Pinto? A top-notch football
stadium, but with old, aluminum
bleachers?"
To the Editor:
What bothers me even more is that
the lack of the promised 2,000 seats
It has taken a tremendous slide in
is the fault of the architectural firm the polls to convince the Bush White
that designed the stadium. The've House, via spokespeople, to admit
even admitted it's their fault and that we are in a recession at all
fixing the problem is their responsi- (Bush, himselfstill refuses to use the
bility. Permitting them to make up word).
for their error with a halfway job is
This doesn't exactly inspire confiludicrous.
dence that Bush is the.man to lead us
If Marshall and the University of out of it.
West Virginia Board ofTrustees are
As recently as a few days before his
going to let this happen,.why didn't ill-fatedAsianjunket; Bush was still
they cut comers at an earlier stage saying he didn't understand
in the construction ofthe stadium? I American's pessimism as regards to
• mean, we could have used the. old the economy.
scoreboard from Fairfield. or even
In fact, Reagan and Bush's eco-

MU becoming
'express~ pinto

nomic policies succeeded beyond their
wildest dreams. 10 percent of the
people in this country now own 72
percent of the wealth. When the 90
percent of us Americans who are
forced to compete for the remaining
28 percent ofthe pie start to wake up
and show our natural justified dissatisfaction; the Bush finger starts
to point:A Congress(always) B. Iraq,
Iran, North Korea(ongoing military
threat) C. Japan(economic threat). ·
When will Bush aim that accusing
finger at the mirror? On November
4, 1992 it'll be a just a little bit too
late.
Joseph T. West
Oakland, CA

Recession may
haunt Bush

In yesterday's front page story
concerning WMUL's station
manager being charged with
sexual harassment the Department of Speech was identified
as having merged with the ·
School of Journalism. This is
Incorrect. Three members of
the Department of Speech
Joined the Journalism faculty.
The Department of Speech
has slnced changed Its name
to the Department of Communication Studies.
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"I believe that in the end the truth will
conquer."
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1896- 1992· NOW IN OUR 96TH YEAR

CORRECTIONS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Factual errors appearing In The Parthenon should be
reported to the editor immediately following publication
by calling the newsroom at 696-6696 or 696-2522. Corrections the editor deems necessary will be printed as soon
as possible.

The Parthenon encourages letters to the editor about lssues of Interest to the Marshall community. Letters should
be typed.signed and include a phone number, hometown. class rank or title for verification. Letters may be no
longer than 300words. The editor reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter.
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tional festivals in the country,

Reporter-------- brings college and high school

Professional jazz artists will
. converge with high school and
collegiate jazz ensembles fQr the
23rd annual Marshall University Jazz Festival Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
The Festival's highlights will
include an Air Force jazz ensemble, composer and trumpet
artist JeffJarvis, the Tim Froncek Trio and others. ·
Performances will begin in
Smith Recital Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday.
·
Marshall's Jazz Festival, one
of the longest running_educa-

musicians into direct association
with seasoned professional artists.
"This direct contact makes it
both an educational and a musi- ·
cal event," Dr. Ed Bingham, director of jazz studies said.
Thursday's performance will
feature a variety of "big band"
and small group jazz ensembles
from Morehead State and West
Virginia State Universities.
The Tactical Air Command
Jazz Ensemble from Langley Air
Force Base, Virginia, which has
performed throughout the Eastern seaboard since 1953, will

A ~~ - - - - - - - - - - -
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Big bands to perform at Jazz Festival
By Mike Pauley

-- -- -

highlight Friday's performance.
Under the direction ofCharleston
native Master Sergeant Robert
A Wingate, the TAC will perform a variety of traditional and
contemporary arrangements.
Saturday's concert will feature
acclaimed artist Jeff Jarvis and
the Marshall Jazz Ensemble, the
Tim Froncek Trio and trombonist Mark Hamilton.
Jarvis is recognized as both a
trumpet player and a composer
of works performed by jazz ensembles worldwide.
As a studio musician he has
played with artists such as Melba .
Moore,MichaelJackson, and Doc
Severinsen.

Noted poet
to visit MU

"Our previous success with the
festival enables us to attract more
quality talent like Jarvis," Bing- By Katy Dalton
ham said, "Our list of artists we Reporter - - - - - - - have had in the past reads like a
An award-winning poet will
'who's who' of jazz."
Also in Saturday's concert are visit campus this week for a
performances by the Tim Fron- poetry reading and to attend a
cek Trio and trombonist Mark discussion on her work.
Lucille Clift.on will give a po- ·
Hamilton.
Marshall jazz combos "Tan- etry reading at8 p.m. Thursday
gent" and the Jazz Quintet will in the Don Morris Room of the
also participate, as well as high Memorial Student Center folschools from throughout the lowed by a discussion on her work
at 10:30 a.m. Friday in the Stuarea.
Admission to performances is dent Center Alumni Lounge.
free to the public and to students
"Her writing offers an honest
with validated ID and activity and lyrical interpretation of her
card.
experience," Dr. Edwina D. Pendarvis, professor of education
said.
"She has written poetry on everything from Little Richard to
Lazarus."
wasn't able to get into an an
Pendarvis said Clifton has
atomy class.
written many works of poetry
However, not all students are and prose including "Good
having dificulty. Another nurs- Times," "Two-Headed Woman,"
ing major, Jill Perry, St. Albans
junior, said, "I've already had "Good News About the Earth"
most of my classes, but i know and 20 children's books.
the freshmen and sophomores · Clifton's works can be found in
are having problems getting into anthologies, magazines andjour- _
the classes they need."
· nals, Pendarvis said.

Registration difficult for some nursing majors
students were able to register for ·
classes before most enrolled.
Dr. Lynne Welch said she has
Complaints from nursing stu- heard many complaints from
dents have been heard all semes- nursing students.
"It's a real problem for the
ter, because they lost their advance registration privileges, students," Welch said.
"Many of them just got stuck.
according to dean ofthe School of
It's ver-y difficult and frustrating
Nursing.
Until the fall of 1991, nursing for them. We are going to work
By Kimberly Carico

Reporter------ - -

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING

with the College of Science to alleviate the problem, but we
haven't worked out the specifics."
One way the School of Nursing has helped its students is by
financially supporting a dass in
zoology. .
Nursing- major Stacy Moss,
South Charleston sophomore,

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Now Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS

"COME SEE THE PJEEERENCE"
We accommodate 150+ students. 1 to 4 bedroom units avallab_le.
*Each bedroom has Its .,wn bathroom!! *Sun Decks *Spiral Stair,
cases *Security *Extra Clean *Great Furniture *All utllltles paid
*Parking *Laundry *Pets allowed w/fee *Central Heat & Air *full
time staff

THE FIONN GROUP 522-0477
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
REMINDS YOU TO ATTEND

OPERATION
NATIVE TALENT
J.OB FAIR

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
_ROTC scholarship. ·1t pays off during .
college. And afterwards.

TODAY
9 AM T0 -3 PM
HENDERSON CENTER
r.~ii,IN ·FLOOR
OVER 00 EMPLOYERS INTERESTED IN HIRING YOU

· TIE SIIIRTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU W TUE.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT CAPTAIN ZIMMERMAN
696-2651

--~------------~
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.By GARY LARSON
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Geraldo.to switch from host to guest
NEW YORK (AP) - Geraldo
Rivera is switching from host to
guest on his show Thursday to
discuss office romances, especially the one that led to his marriage in 1987.
A clinical psychologist will
moderate the syndicated "Geraldo" while Rivera and his wife,
C.C. Dyer, discuss how they met
and fell in love in 1981 while
working together at ABC.

Other couples also will be on
the show to discuss office romances.
At the time Rivera and Dyer
met, he was married to Sheri
Raymond.
Rivera was a correspondent for
"20-20" and Dyer was a production assistant fresh out of college.
"I watched her day aft.er day,"
Rivera said.

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
Now Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms

Mike Wallace interviews the Devil

Fan gets probation for stealing singer's glove
Dm'ROIT (AP) - A Michael 12 years in prison for snatching
Jackson fan was placed on two the white, crystal-beaded glove
years probation Tuesday for Oct. 2. He pleaded no contest to
stealing the singer's trademark ~e charge.
sequinedglovefromtheMotown
The glove was worn by
Museum.
Jackson during his "Thriller"
Bruce M. Hays, 23, faced up to tour.

the
VC 120 WATT Full Rack Stereo Sysm,Amplifier, CD Player, E(Jlalizer, Dual
assette, Tuner, Turntable, Rack
& Speakers. NEW$1200.ONLY$650.
Eve. 453-6286 Days 606-327-8530
LEADING EDGE WORD PROCESSO
Model D 2 floppy Drives, 640K
Software, with Okidata printer $600.
CALL 523-9887
CLEARANCE SPECIAL! Table top
drumming for beginners. Concise
book with easy to follow illustrations.
CALL 555-2121

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH Home, dose to
Marshall campus, fenced in yard, one
year lease, $350/ Mo plus utilities plus
last months rent CALL 886-5030
leave name and phone#.
NICE, QUIET, FURNISHED Apt.. 4
Rooms and bath, 2 BR. AC and carpet
Utilities paid. $300 per mo. + DD and
references. CALL 522-2886
FURNISHED HOUSE, 3 BEDROOM,
Washer/Dryer $350 per mo. plus
utilities. Call 523-9672 alter 6

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS

"COME SEE THE PIEEERENCE"
We accommodate 150+ students. 1 to 4 bedroom units avallable.
•Each bedroom has Its own bathroom!! •sun Decks •Spiral Staircases *Security •Extra Clean *Great Furniture *All utllltles paid
•Parking *Laundry *Pets allowed w/fN *Central Heat & Air *Full
time staff

J\ntiques
& ~niques
~CRYSTALS
STONESO
BEADS(}BONES
CUSTOM JEWELRY
MADE TO ORDER
The Huntington Store
857 3rd. Ave. Downtown -I
OPEN 9:30-5:00pm Mon-Sat. I
Noon - 5:00 Sun.
I
Bring In this ad and save I

10%0ff
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CLASSIFIEDS

PARKING SPACES available for 2nd
semester. 112 block from Student Center• $90 per sem. 529-1555
WANTED: SUN & PARTY HUNGRY
PEOPLE! SPRING BR_EAK:-..Cancun, ONE BEDROOM, Furnished ApartBahamas from $259.00 includes roundment. A/C. Off Street Parking.
trip air, 7 nights hotel, parties.free
Utilities paid. One quiet, mature, nonadmission and more! Organize a small
smoker prefered. CALL 522-3187
group. Earn free trip. 1(800) BEACH IT.
ROOMMATE WANTED on Ritter Park
BABYSITTING IN MY HOME. Experi112 Electricity - 1/2 Rent. Completely
enced mother. Mon-Fri. 7 AM-8PM.
furnished except for your bedroom.
CALL 886-7485.
PARKING AVAILABLE 6 small cars.
CALL Bo 525-0216
Twin
Towers area. C&C Realty 523ONE BEDROOM APT. 328W 11th Ave.
7805
AC, newly decorated, off-street parking.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 .00 Utilities paid. Furnished No pets. $300.
(U Repair). Delinquent tax property.
mo. plus damage deposit
Repossessions. Your area 1-805-962FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM APT.
8000 EXT. GH-10783 for current list.
carpeted, Air Conditioner,
Laundry Facility, Off street parking
1736 6th Ave. Suitable for 2-3 people.
THE WAREHOUSE RESTAURANT/
CALL 522-1843 after 5 pm.
NIGHTCLUB Wanted: Hardworking,
Honest, Cheerful, Applicants. Jobs
Available: Doormen, Janitorial, Disc
Jockey, Exp. Bartenders. CALL 523·
5212
DANCERS NEEDED for Part-time.
$300-$500 per week. CALL 733-0722
after 7 PM

I

RECYCLE I
RECYCLE I
RECYCLE I

LARGE HOUSE, 5 BR, 2 1/2 Baths.
9th St reel & 9th Ave. 1 Mile from
campus. New carpeting. Available in
May. $625. per mo. CALL 523-7756

FREE TRAVEL, CASH AND EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!!
Openings available for individuals or
student organizations to promote the
country's most successful Spring
Break tours. CALL Inter- campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

Eam $10.50/hr. Part-timeflexible hrs in
sales. (Huntington Area) CALL 201408-5558
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Eam $5,000+/month. Free
tranSPQrtation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or Female. For employment program call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 188.
EXTRA INCOME 92 Earn $200-$500
weekly mailing 1992 travel brochures
For more information send stamped,
addressed envelopeto: ATW Travel,
P.O. Box 430780, Miami FL 33143
SPRING BREAK 92! EARN FREE
TRIPS AND CASH!! Campus reps
wanted to promote the # 1 Spring
Break destination. DAYTONA Beach
Best organized, best price on campus
CALL 1-800-563-8747

. COACHES/ ACTIVITY SPECIALISTS/
COUNSELORS Excellentleadership positions now available for next summer at
Camp Starlight, a leading private coed
in the Pocono Mis. of PA for LAND
SPORTS, TENNIS, GYMNASTICS,
SWIMMING, SAILING, CANOEING,
NATURE; MUSIC, PRIMARY AND
TEEN LEADERS, ATHLETIC AND
PROGRAM COORDINATOR. Working
with a mature staff , congenial atmosphere, excellent facilities. (6/22-8/22).
Call (516) 599-5239 or write: 18 Clinton
Street , Malverne, NY 11565.
FAST
FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student dubs.
Earn up to $1,000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bcnus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800·
932-0528 Ext 65.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$3.00 per 20 words
10 cents extra for every word

over 20.
Call 696-3346

SOUTHERN
COLLECTION

Martin overcomes adversity

WhjstHng Plxje. (Reed)
$19.95

Jbe Confederate·
constHutlon of 1861,

By Shea Butler

(DeR6sa) $14.95

Reporter--------Despite trouble facing the Herd
basketball team, Frank Martin
is one player who has kept the
lightofhope alive with his threepoint shots and aggressive playing.
Academic ineligibility kept Martin
out ofthe lime light
last season but he
has come back this
year with a determ in ation to put
Martin Marshall · basketball back on top.
"I think we just
need to go out and play hard,
play aggressive, to get to the
tournament," Martin said.
Martin, a 1990graduate ofAnacostia High School in Washington, D.C., was named to the AllD.C. team and the All-American
Honorable Mention list. He has
also played on the McDonald's
All-American team.
\

Jbe Great Joumey,
(Fagan) $10.95

Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenence,
(Pirsig) $5.95

Ennegans Wake,
(Joyce) $11.95

Jbe Ute and Death of My
Mother,
(Wheelis) $17.95 .

The Stream,
(Murphy) $12.95

The Country ot the Pointed
EirL
(Jewett) $7 .95

A Country Doctor,
(Jewett) $4.95

ot Love and Dust,
(Gaines) $8.95

No Greater Love,
(Steel) $23.00

Health
Comtrex-multl-system
$5.65
Tylenol Cold $5.49
Halls Mentho-Lyptus
$1.49
Aiko-Seltzer Plus Cold
Medicine $4.09
Kleenex nssue .99¢
Kleenex Facial Tissue
$1.19
Jergens (6oz.) $2.29

Supplies
Theme tablet $1.89
Bluebooks (sm) .09¢
Bluebooks (lg) . 12¢
Index Cards (4x6) .59¢
Pushplns .79¢
American Naturals Pencils
(Pkg) $2.00

By Ana Menendez

Reporter--------

.

ver the weekend, about
300,000 Native Americans and their supporters gathered before the
Metrodometo protest the
use of Native American mascots
and nicknames by sports teams.
According to a Minneapolis Police Department spokesman, the
protest "was pretty-peaceful."
The protest was similar to those
held last fall during the World
Series, when the use of the
"Tomahawk Chop" by Atlanta
Braves fans received national
attention.
Native Americans said the use
of derogatory names by sports
teams, such as the Washington
Redskins, and the usage ofsacred
religious symbols and dances by

American Greeting
Cards and Stationery
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•

UTC, "We are careful not to be
report.
On the door of room 751 in demeaning in any way to the
"We're concerned with the use Smith Hall, there is a poster with Native American population."
Since Sienna College in Louof race and cultural identity in the pennants of hypothetical
derogatory and misrepresenting teams. These teams include the donville, N.Y., was founded in
ways," Fred Veilleux, spokesman Pittsburgh Negroes and the San 1937, its mascot known as the
for Concerned American Indian Diego Caucasians.
,
Indians.
·
The poster belongs to Dr. Bob
Parents, said in an Associated
Three years ago, they became
Sawrey, professor of history.
Press report.
the Saints.
"It's a distortion of our ances"If a tribe or group find a name
John D'Argenio, director of
tors, portraying us as war-like, offensive, I think the team or sports information, said the
aggressive and wild," Veilleux group should change the name," change was an internal decision
added.
Sawrey said. "We as majority made by then-president Father
According to Paul Tagliabue, white folks can't fully und~rstand Hugh Hines. The grounds for the
Commissioner of the National what these nicknames mean to decision were to "eliminate stere•
Football League, "These names, these individuals."
otypingofminorities on campus."
whether it's in the NFL, major
Sawrey said, "Native AmeriHowever, some sports teams
league baseball or any other or• do have the support from local cans are such a small minority
ganized sport, do not convey any · Indians.
that we don't always hear their
demeaning meaning. They have
The University of Tennessee- voices."
acquired, in our view, a special
Clyde Bellecourt, founder and
Chattanooga's Moccasins have
and unique meaning affiliated
director of the American Indian
received
support
from
a
large
with sports." Tagliabue made this
statement during a CBS sports Native American population in Movement, said he hopes for a
national strategy on how to end
nearby Murphy, N.C.
According to Neil Magnussen, the use oflndian nicknames and
sports information director at mascots.
mascots and fans is demeaning

to their people and heritage.

RECYCLE !
RECYCLE I
RECYCLE!

Calendars
Today in World War II
$9.95
Audoban Wildflowers
$9.95
Save Our Earth $9.95

ness seems to surprise some of
his opponents, but Martin says
he thinks they should be preI think we just need to go out and play hard, play agpared for it.
gressive, to get to the tournament.
"Most of the others already
Frank Martin know about me and lately they've
Washington O.C. sophomore been keying in on me," he said.
Martin has been described by a
local radio announcer as being a
Standing 5-11, Martin has off the court, Martin said.
"young leader" for the Herd.
heard people say that he is too
"I attend my study sessions However, Martin does not see it
small for basketball. Martin and meet with my teachers," that way.
answers, "I think it only made Martin said. "If you get to know
"!just try to play to the best of
me play harder."
your teachers they're more will- my ability and keep the team
Because Martin was named on ing to help you."
fired up."
the -Van Coleman list of top reOn the court, Martin is trying
Martin likes Marshall and says
cruits, scouts from Maryland, to keep the team together de- he has found it easy to fit in and
Ohio State and Southern Cali- spite troubles the team is hav- make friends.
fornia looked at him.
ing. "We're upset now but we're
"The fans are the best though.
However, Marshall won Mar- getting closer and we're going to They keep coming even though
tin over in the end, because, get it together."
we're not doing real good right
"Coach Freeman was friends with
Martin has provided some now and that makes us want to
my high school coach and he much needed offensive punch play harder for them."
talked to me. I really liked him from the point guard position,
Martin said that the he would
and the things he told me about but he says high scoring is not like his fellow students to know
the area and the school."
his main concern. "I just try to about him is, "I came here to play
Martin said being academically score when I can, when the team ball, get a good a education and
ineligible last season made him needs it."
bring a winning tradition back to
work harder this season on and
Martin's speed and aggressive- Marshall."

N·ative -A mericans protest team names

Candy
Bars
Hershey's Kingsize
(almond) .85¢
Kit Kat .85¢
Bounty AS¢
Sweetheart Candles AS¢
Sather's Candy 2/$1.00
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INDIANAPOLIS - A few
days ago, Ted Marchibroda was
at the Super Bowl as Buffalo's
offensive coordinator.
Now he's the coach of the NFL's
worst team - the Indianapolis
Colts.
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BUFFALO, N.Y. - Buffalo
coach Marv Levy warned his
players to conceptrate more on
football and less on shooting off
their mouths.
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Red Cross experiencing big Volunteers sought for clinic anxiety tesc
blood shortages since Gulf
By Jennifer Coulter
Reporter

By Sheri L. Morris
Reporter------ - -

In the months following the
Persian Gulf War the American
Red Cross has experienced a 49
percent decrease in all regional
blood donations.
The Red Cross needs to collect
800 units ofblood to operate efficiently for a three day period.
They have been collecting an
average of only 408 units.
In the past it was easier to
make up the difference because
they could import blood from
other areas in the state or even
around the country.
Now because the entire nation
is experiencing a blood shortage
it is getting harder to find excess
blood.
•1 don't think there is any one
reason (for the shortage), but I
think that one of the big ones is
the season. More people are being
turned away because their blood
could be contaminated because
of colds," said Evelyn Spencer,
Red Cross public relations direc-

I don't think there is one
reason but I think that one of
the big ones is the season.
More people are being turned
away because their blood
could be contaminated because of colds.

•

Evelyn Spencer
Public Relations Director

tor.
Last year, this region, which
includes Huntington, Charleston, Beckley and Parkersburg,
collected 65,733 units of blood
and distributed 71,318 units.
The extra 5,585 units had to be
imported from surrounding areas.
This year the Red Cross will be
importing even more.
Whole blood has a shelf life of
35 days but hospitals mainly use
the four components that can be

-Tuere is no where near enough
people, because the diagnosis
we're interested in is generalized anxiety disorder, a fairly
rare diagnosis of anxiety; said
Binni Bennett, as~ate professor of psychiatry and director of
the clinic.
Bennett said they are in the
process of screening 170 people
for the study. Headded thatthey
are getting people who are depressed instead of people with
anxiety.

The Mood and Anxiety Disorders Clinic is searching for 30
people to test a new an ti-anxiety
extracted from the whole blood; drug.
plasma, platelets, red blood cells
The anxiety project will test a
and white blood cells.
new anxiety drug. The unnamed
Plasma has a shelf life of one drug will be tested on patients
year.
for six weeks and compared with
Red and white blood cells both valium to determine if palients
have a shelflife of35 days. Plate- have fewer problems with sedalets have the shortest shelf life tion and withdraw:
lasting only five days.
Blood type AB is the rarest of
the eight different blood types.
Type O positive is the most com. Ham
I
mon and is called the Universal
Donor blood type.
& Swiss I Onion
People of all blood types can
Sandwich I Rings
receive O positive blood without
a great risk ofrejection.
The Red Cross offers a special
program that allows people to
coupon expires I coupon expires I No Delivery
not only donate blood for others
2/1/92
I
2/1/92
l!lust have counon
but to donate and store blood for
their own use.
Doing this insures that the perDouble I
I
Cheese
sons body will not r eject the blood
Cheese I
I
Sticks
or blood components that they
receive.
Burger I
:
More information about giving
blood may be obtained by con1
tacting the American Red Cross
coupon expires I coupon expires I
at 522-0328.
2/1192
2/1/92
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